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TAMIL NADU 
 The Tamil Nadu government - issued comprehensive guidelines for the 

legal heirs of government staff to be eligible for consideration of 
government jobs under compassionate grounds 

 An order in this regard was issued by chief secretary K Shanmugam, based on 
Court‘s earlier directions 

 As per the order, the legal heirs of government staff who died in harness, retired 
on medical invalidation (within age of 53), defence personnel killed/disabled in 
action and who died in harness were eligible for consideration.  

 The legal heir or dependents of missing government servants may be 
considered, when a competent court declared the missing government staff as 
‗dead‘ in view of the provisions of Indian Evidence Act 1872.  

 The legal heirs of government staff who die under suspension and yet to reach 
the age of superannuation, and the dependents of the persons belonging to SC 
killed in communal clash, will also be considered. 

 The legal heirs/close relatives of the deceased government staff are also eligible 
for jobs on compassionate grounds.  
 Son/unmarried daughter/wife/husband/legally adopted son/legally 

unmarried adopted daughter/widowed daughter/divorced 
daughter/deserted daughter are included in this category  

 Father/mother and unmarried brothers and unmarried sisters of the unmarried 
deceased government staff are also eligible. 

 The legal heirs of the staff, who are retained in service after the date of 
superannuation, under temporary appointment, consolidated pay, daily wage, 
contract appointment and whose services not regularised, those not coming 
under regular time scale of pay, are not eligible on compassionate grounds.  

 

EVERYDAY CURRENT AFFAIRS – FEB 13, 2020 
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 Puducherry - became the first Union territory to pass a resolution, on 
February 12, urging the Centre to repeal the controversial Citizenship 
Amendment Act (CAA), National Register of Citizens (NRC) and National 
Population Register (NPR).  

 
 The legislative assembly of Puducherry convened a special session to 

unanimously pass a resolution in this regard 
 West Bengal (Trinamool Congress), Kerala (Left Democratic Front), Punjab 

(Congress), Rajasthan (Congress) and Madhya Pradesh (Congress) have so far 
passed resolutions opposing the Centre‘s CAA, NRC and NPR. 

 Puducherry chief minister V Narayanasamy moved the resolution 
 According to the CM, CAA was against the Constitution of India, which 

envisages liberty and equality to all citizens and promotes fraternity among them 
 
 The National High Speed Rail Corporation (NHSRC) - has invited bids for 

survey and drafting of alignment design for the 435km-long Chennai-
Bengaluru-Mysuru corridor 

 The proposed corridor aims to cut travel time between Chennai and Mysuru to 
less than two hours 

 Along the corridor, a new dedicated high-speed line with elevated and 
underground stretches with minimal curve and incline will be constructed.  

 The selected firm will decide the alignment using LiDAR surveys and prepare 
stage-preliminary route development for the new line 

 The LiDAR surveys use a combination of laser and sensors to survey the land  
 Tenders are likely to be finalized by the end of February.  
 While the LiDAR survey will provide topographic data, ‗stage-1 survey‘ involves 

preliminary site investigation and inspections 
 Then, these surveys will be presented to the railway board, state governments 

and the Union government for ‗approval‘ to take up land acquisition 
 The estimated project cost, ridership and optimal route will be revealed after the 

approval of these surveys. 
 The high-speed corridor is likely to be built along the existing/ proposed 

expressways 
 Contractor will also generate a topographic map with layers such as forest, flood 

plains, roads and railways, rivers, powerlines, and habitats along with identifying 
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important civil oriented features in corridor such as road overbridges, existing 
structures and other features.  

 The survey will consider the extent of forest cover so that the alignment does not 
pass through the forest area to the maximum extent possible 

 It will also do the crosschecking of streams and the width of rivers where the 
alignments cross the rivers 

 Also the location of possible sites for railway stations connecting the proposed 
alignments with existing and under construction transport network will also be 
studied. 

 The high speed rail corridors will primarily reduce journey time by 50%.  
 The Shatabdi Express trains take a maximum of seven and a half hours to cover 

a distance of 500km on Chennai-Bengaluru-Mysuru route.  
 While high speed trains could operate at a speed of more than 300kmph, it is a 

maximum of around 160kmph in semi-high speed corridors. 
 NHSRC has also called for tender to finalise alignment for five other corridors –  

 Mumbai-Pune-Hyderabad (711km),  
 Delhi-Varanasi (865),  
 Delhi-Ahmedabad (886 km),  
 Delhi-Amritsar (459 km) and  
 Mumbai-Nashik-Nagpur (753Km). 

STATES 
 Maharashtra – has made singing the national anthem ‘compulsory’ in all 

the colleges in the State from February 19 
 In this regard, the state government will be issuing a notification soon - asking 

colleges to begin their work with the national anthem from February 19, the birth 
anniversary of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj 

 Also, the Government had proposed to play the national anthem at various 
programmes organised at college and university levels in the state 

 
 The Maharashtra cabinet - approved a five day week (Monday to Friday) for 

all state government employees starting February 29.  
 Earlier, the state government‘s 22 lakh employees got only the second and 

fourth Saturday of every month off, apart from Sundays. 
 However, their working hours have been extended by 45 minutes every day with 

the new arrangement.  
 Earlier, the employees will start work at 9.45am every day and leave at 5.30pm 
 Henceforth, they will work up to 6.15pm, with a 30-minute lunch break in the 

afternoon. 
 A five-day week is followed by the Central government and it is in place in states 

such as Rajasthan, Bihar, Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal. 
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 The cabinet announcement follows a demand on the subject made by the state 
government employees union 
 

 The Assam Government – announces the shutdown of around 614 
government-aided madrassas and 101 Sanskrit tols (institutes) in the next 
few months 

 These schools will be remodelled as high and higher secondary schools 
 The move is part of a policy decision by the BJP-led government not to spend 

public money on ―religious education‖ 
 The government spends ₹3 crore to ₹4 crore annually on madrassas and about 

₹1crore on Sanskrit tols 
 Teaching Arabic and religious texts is not the government‘s job. In a secular 

country, religious teachings cannot be funded by the government 
 As per the Government, if religious texts are allowed to be taught in state-run 

madrassas, the Gita, or for that matter the Bible, should also be taught with 
government funding 

 However, around 900 privately-run madrassas, all run by the Jamiat Ulama — 
and Sanskrit tols can continue to function as usual 

 But, as per the website of the erstwhile state madrassa education board, the 
word  ―madrassa‖ is defined as an Arabic word for ―an educational institution or 
school imparting education to all, irrespective of religion, caste, creed and 
gender‖ 

 
 The Kerala Government – has decided to implement a price cap on bottled 

drinking water 
 The state had fixed a ceiling of Rs 13 per litre, after announcing it as an essential 

commodity.  
 The current retail price is ₹20 per litre 
 The State government announced the price reduction after Chief Minister 

Pinarayi Vijayan signed the Food Department proposal on February 12. 
 The inclusion of bottled water in the list of essential commodities enables price 

control. 
 The government had also decided to make BIS standards mandatory for all 

brands of bottled water.  
 The move would discourage unauthorised manufacturers to produce bottled 

water. 
 The State government sells a litre of bottled water at ₹10, through a subsidiary 

of the Kerala Water Authority 
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NATIONAL 
 In a first, the Calcutta high court - granted permission for live streaming of 

proceedings 
 The live stream will be done on a case pertaining to whether the children of Parsi 

Zoroastrian women married to non-Parsis can be allowed access to Atash 
Adaran (Fire Temple) at 91, Metcalfe Street, Kolkata 

 Two special cameras and other equipment will be set up in the courtroom to 
telecast live footage of the proceedings on YouTube.  

 The costs for the proceedings will be borne by the Parsi Zoroastrian Association 
Calcutta, an applicant in the matter.  

 Earlier, in September 2018, the Supreme Court had observed that live-streaming 
of court proceedings will lead to greater transparency and serve as an instrument 
of greater accountability. 

 
 The Union Cabinet - approved the Major Ports Authority Bill 2020 on 

February 12 
 It will be introduced in the ongoing session of Parliament, as announced by the 

Shipping Minister Mansukh Mandaviya 
 The Bill was approved by the Cabinet at a meeting chaired by Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi 
 It seeks to replace the existing regulations under a 1963 law 
 The 12 major ports in India would get a boost through the new law, as the 

existing law has no provisions to deal with the disputes with private companies 
and PPP operators  

 The new law would also help in improving infrastructure of the major ports. 
 
 The Union Cabinet - approved the Pesticides Management Bill, 2020, on 

February 12 
 The bill intends to regulate the business of pesticides 
 The unique feature of the bill is that it includes a provision of compensation, if 

there is any loss due to the spurious or low quality of pesticides 
 If required, the government will form a central fund to take care of such 

compensation 
 

INTERNATIONAL 
 A Lahore-based anti-terrorism court - convicted Lashkar-e-Taiba founder 

and alleged mastermind of the 2008 Mumbai terror attacks, Hafiz Saeed, in 
two terror-financing cases 

 It had sentenced him to five-and-a-half years‘ jail term in each case, which will 
run concurrently, and a fine of ₹15,000 in each case. 
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 He is currently lodged at Lahore‘s high-security Kot Lakhpat jail. 
 The court also convicted one of his associates, Malik ZafarIqbal, in the same 

cases and awarded him similar punishment. 
 Saeed and Iqbal were convicted under the Anti-Terrorism Act‘s Section 11-F(2) 

 It carries a maximum penalty of six months‘ imprisonment for anyone found 
to be a member of a outlawed organization 

 They both were charged under the Section 11-N as well 
 It carries a minimum penalty of five years‘ imprisonment for anyone 

involved in fund-raising for the ―purpose of terrorism‖ or money laundering 
for outlawed organisations or owning ―illegal‖ assets. 

 However, they were given the benefit of Section 382-B of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure 
 This section allows for a reduction in sentence against the period they 

were detained before the announcement of verdict. 
 The terror-financing cases against Saeed and his associates were filed last year 

by the counter terrorism department (CTD) of Pakistan‘s Punjab province 
 On July 3, 2019, Saeed was booked along with 12 other JuD (Jamaat-ud-Dawa) 

members in 23 cases for terror-financing and money laundering under the Anti-
Terrorism Act. 

 

 
 

 As per the CTD, JuD and Saeed-led charity Falah-e-Insaniyat Foundation were 
financing terrorism from the massive funds collected through nonprofit 
organisations and trusts, including Al-Anfaal Trust, DawatulIrshad Trust and 
Muaz Bin Jabal Trust 

 CTD had banned these non-profit organisations in April 2019 after the 
investigations revealed that they had links with JuD and its top leadership.  

 On July 17, 2019, CTD arrested Saeed from Gujranwala in central Punjab on 
terror-financing charges and sent him to jail on judicial remand. 

 Pakistan is currently on the ‗grey‘ list of FATF 
 The Financial Action Task Force meeting in Paris, that begins on February 16, 

will decide whether or not to blacklist Pakistan for failing to act against terror 
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 The British government – proposes to create a new Internet regulator in the 
country 

 It has planned to give power to the UK‘s telecommunications watchdog, Ofcom, 
to enforce a ―duty of care‖ on companies such as Facebook and Twitter ―to 
protect users from harmful and illegal terrorist and child abuse content‖ 

 The regulators will also have power to levy fine to the social media companies 
for hosting or not quickly removing any harmful material on their platforms. 

 Ofcom at present checks radio and TV broadcasters, and has the power to levy 
fines or remove repeat offenders out of broadcasting. 

 The government is planning to enact a new legislation for the changes to take 
effect. 

 In order to safeguard freedom of expression, the rules will not propose any ban 
on people from accessing or posting offensive but legal content 

 However, it is upto the internet companies to decide by themselves what content 
is tolerable and ‗fit‘ enough for hosting 

INDIA AND NEIGHBOURS 
 The double taxation avoidance agreement between India and Sri Lanka - 

was amended on February 12 
 The Union Cabinet, chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, has approved the 

Signing and Ratification of the Protocol amending the Agreement between India 
and Sri Lanka for the avoidance of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal 
evasion with respect to taxes on income 

 The amendment was made to the India-Sri Lanka Double Taxation Avoidance 
Agreement (DTAA) of 2013 and the new changes would enable the government 
to prevent tax evasion.  

 The DTAA was signed on January 22, 2013 and became effective on October 
22, 2013. 

 

PERSONALITIES 
 A Japanese man - has become the world’s oldest male at 112 years and 

344 days, according to Guinness Book of World Records.  
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 Chitetsu Watanabe, who was born in 1907, received a certificate for his 
accomplishment on February 12 at a nursing home in Tokyo.  

 The previous World record holder, MasazoNonaka, another Japanese, passed 
away last month.  

 The World‘s oldest living person is also a Japanese, Kane Tanaka, a 117-year-
old woman 

DEFENCE 
 India - has finalised two more mega defence deals to be signed with the 

US, in the run-up to President Donald Trump’s visit here on February 24-25. 
 These two deals were together worth over $3.5 billion (Rs 25,000 crore) for the 

supply of 30 heavy duty armed helicopters 
 The proposed deals to be cleared by the cabinet committee on security (CCS) by 

next week include –  
 24 MH-60 ‗Romeo‘ multi-mission helicopters for the Navy (at a budget of 

$2.6 billion) 
 6 AH-64E Apache attack choppers for the Army (at a budget of $930 

million) 
 These deals will take the total value of Indian defence contracts given to the US 

since 2007 to well past the $20 billion mark.  
 India will pay an initial 15% instalment for the MH-60R helicopters under the US 

Foreign Military Sales (FMS) government-to-government deal.  
 Once the contract is signed, the first lot of the choppers will be delivered in two 

years and the entire 24 will be delivered within four to five years 
 The ―direct commercial sale‖ of the 6 Apaches, in turn, is basically a follow-on 

order to the 22 such helicopters already inducted by IAF under a Rs13,952 crore 
deal signed with the US in September 2015.  

 These 6 choppers, armed with Stinger air-to-air missiles, Hellfire Longbow air-to-
ground missiles, guns and rockets, will be delivered to the Army by around 2022-
2023 

 The crucial MH-60Rs, to be delivered to the Navy, will be armed with Hellfire 
missiles, MK-54 torpedoes and precision-kill rockets 

 As of now, the 140-warship Navy has just about a dozen old Sea King and 10 
Kamov-28 anti-submarine warfare helicopters operational. 

 These two deals are among the other lucrative defence deals worth over $10 
billion being planned for the US by India over the next 2 to 3 years. 

 The others deals include  
 6 more P-8I long-range maritime patrol aircraft (at $1.8 billion),  
 the National Advanced Surface to Air Missile System-II for the missile 

shield over Delhi (at $1.8 billion),  
 30 Sea Guardian armed drones (at over $2.5 billion) and  
 13 big MK-45 naval gun systems for warships (at $1.02 billion). 
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 During the proposed visit of President Trump, India might select any of the US 
fighter among — F/A-18, F-15EX or F-21 (upgraded version of F-16) —for the 
mega ―Make in India‖ project to produce 114 jets for the IAF at around $20 
billion.  

 The US is also considered as a ‗contender‘ for the supply of 57 multi-role fighters 
capable of operating from aircraft carriers for the Indian Navy. 

 Moreover, India and the US have also identified 7 defence projects for co-
development and production under the bilateral Defence technology and trade 
initiative (DTTI).  

 These include  
 air-launched small aerial systems (drone swarms), 
  light-weight small arms technology,  
 ISTAR (intelligence, surveillance, targeting and reconnaissance) systems 

and  
 anti-drone technology called ―counter-UAS rocket, artillery and mortar 

systems‖ 

ECONOMY 
 The Trump administration - is planning to change a key exemption to 

America’s trade-remedy laws to penalize the so-called developing 
countries including China, India and South Africa. 

 On February 10, the US has cut short its internal list of developing and least-
developed countries in order to investigate whether these nations are harming 
US industries with unfairly subsidized exports 

 In doing so, the US has removed its special preferences for a list of 25 self-
declared developing countries that includes – Albania, Argentina, Armenia, 
Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Georgia, Hong Kong, India, 
Indonesia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Malaysia, Moldova, Montenegro, 
North Macedonia, Romania, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea, Thailand, 
Ukraine, and Vietnam. 

 The development marks a significant departure of American trade policy 
regarding developing nations, which could levy tougher penalties for some of the 
world‘s top exporters. 

 The goal of the WTO‘s special preferences for developing nations is to help 
poorer and developing countries by reducing poverty, generating employment 
and integrating themselves with the global system. 

 
 Facebook-owned WhatsApp– becomes the second social media platform in 

the world to hit the milestone of amassing 2 billion users 
 WhatsApp had 500 million users in 2014, when Facebook bought the mobile 

messaging startup for $19 billion. 
 Facebook had about 2.50 billion monthly active users as of December 31 
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SPORTS 
 Hosts, Nepal and USA - registered the record for playing the shortest ever 

ODI in the history of cricket on February 12 
 The match lasted for just 17.2 overs, producing the joint lowest ever ODI score of 

35 runs by USA  
 Earlier Zimbabwe was holding the record for scoring the lowest ODI total of 35 

runs. 
 USA were able to bat only 12 overs in a World Cup league two match, getting 

bowled out for just 35. 
 Leg spinner Sandeep Lamichhane took the maximum wickets, taking six for 16 
 Fellow-spinner Sushan Bhari took four for five. 
 Nepal, playing its first international series on home soil, reached the target in just 

5.2 overs and won the match. 
 
 Nitin Menon - is the lone Indian in the ICC’s list of umpires for the 

upcoming Women’s T20 World Cup in Australia 

 
 Apart from him, India‘s G.S. Lakshmi will become the first woman match referee 

at a global ICC event. 
 Lauren Agenbag, Kim Cotton, Claire Polosak, Sue Redfern and Jacqueline 

Williams are the other women umpires named for the eight-team competition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


